FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
blockaded. No munitions, no arms, no food supplies can
be brought from Europe or America across normal sea
routes. Russia may want to buy aeroplanes from the U.S.A.
How can these reach the battlefields in the Far East and the
Ukraine if no ships can get through the cordon drawn along
Russia's Pacific coast, none through the Baltic and the Bay
of Finland.
In such an emergency Russia could send one hundred
pilots on board of an airship to America via the Arctic.
Each of them could pick up and bring back one plane.
Each of them might fly with provisions and war materials
on the route which Levancvsky has tested.
Of course it is a risky thing. Of course it is expensive
and only a drop in an ocean. But if conditions do actually
develop as they are depicted above—and no one doubts
that they will should the Soviet Union be attacked—there
would be one more communication line between Russia
and the New World. Its scope may be limited. At any rate
it is better than nothing.
No one discussed this in Russia when I asked for the
military background of Arctic flying. But I do not doubt
for a moment that millions of Russians, ever conscious of
the danger of war, have not overlooked what I and many
other observers recognized as the strategical importance of
these last flights. Nobody, however, seemed keen to make
practical use of the experiences gained through them. I
have seen how much there is still to be built and clone
in Russia to let all people partake of the comforts and
achievements of our technical age. I am ready to believe
that from year to year the Russian people will be more
anxious to avoid conflicts and keep away from war. Every
citizen will have more to lose—in improvements gained and
hoped for. The last few years have brought small luxuries
and better clothes and, above all, sufficient food for the larger
masses. They are increasingly conscious, that perhaps at
last the time has come for them to reap the reward for the
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